
 

2015-2016 

 

Eells Basement Lounge closed mid-year due to unsanctioned parties consistently being thrown leaving significant 

garbage and damage. 

 

A few important changes in housing: 
1. Off-Campus housing will no longer be offered  

-Institutional decision made in regards to the 1995 decision and the Board of Trustees continued want for       

all students on-campus, made possible by the opening of Morris House 

2. 3994 and 4002 Campus Road will no longer be offered 

-These houses were considered temporary when added to the housing stock due to rise in enrollment.         

Wood frame houses could not withstand the wear and tear of college student life.  3994 was torn down  

and became site of aviary and 4002 was given back to faculty rental housing 

3. Minor Theater (Morris House) will be available in the Blocking Lottery 

-Blocking is used to give upper-class students a greater advantage to live in certain facilities 

4. Dunham 3rd floor will no longer be split by gender but the 60/40 rule will apply 

-This allowed us to have All Gender restrooms in Dunham 

5. The 60/40 gender ratio will now be tracked for apartments within each Bundy building 

-Bundy apartments were going disproportionately to men and were able to do so because the ratios were  

kept as an entire building and these spaces were chosen first 

 

2016-2017 

 

Eells Basement Lounge closed from start of the year due to consistent misuse over many previous years. 

 

Changes for 2016-2017 Student Housing 
1. 100 College Hill Road will not be student housing next year so we will make Anderson Road Substance-Free to 

replace the lost spaces. 

-This was done to maintain the number of beds and housing variety offered the same 

2. The Roger's meal plan is no longer in effect meaning there will be no in-house meals served by Bon Appetit 

starting in the Fall of 2016.  Instead, students living there can opt for the 7, 14 or 21 meal plan regardless of class 

year. 

-The Rogers Meal plan was very successful when the building had a personal chef, but when Bon Appetit  

was no longer able to staff with one person consistently it impacted the student interest in the option 

3. We will allow pulls in Roger's in the Substance-Free lottery as follows: 

    -203 (single) and 204 (Triple) - This was the only pull offered in previous lotteries 

    -201 (double) and 202 (double) 

    -207 (double) and 208 (single) 

    -209 (single) and 210 (single) 

-Given the distance from campus, pulls provided friend pairs/groups to select together and share rides 

4. The two single sex floors, both in Kirkland, will now be single gender.  

-This was to better include our transgender students 

 

2017-2018 

 

Eells Basement Lounge continued to be closed. 

Co-op Basement Lounge closed due to vandalism and unsanctioned parties that were a disruption to community 

members the prior year. 

 

Changes for 2017-2018 Student Housing 
1. The Farmhouse will not be available. 



-Farmhouse was in disrepair and the location was needed for the new Health and Counseling Center 

2. Root will gain 20 beds through the construction that has already begun in the area where the childcare center 

used to be. 

-We recouped the beds from the Farmhouse through this project 

3. Root will no longer be substance-free.  Instead, all of McIntosh and the 3rd floor of Minor will be 

offered in the Substance-Free lottery. 

-Root went from 78 beds to 98 beds.  Changing the buildings lessened the number of beds    

available to sub-free than by keeping Root sub-free.  It did increase the overall sub-free beds for  

the first time since the 2013-14 academic year. 

4. Wallace Johnson will be having some renovations done beginning in the spring of 2018.  This means 

that we need to empty the building for that entire semester.  To accomplish this, we will pre-assign 

housing to the first students to hand in contracts with priority being given to students studying abroad for 

the spring of 2018.  Please see separate email with contract and specific information about that process.   

5. The Dunham 3rd floor rooms will be limited as we need to move the first year spaces from Wally J to 

that floor to accommodate the incoming first year class. 

 

 


